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AIR MOVER

Safety Information 

Caution! 

Don’t adjust or alter the unit in any way.Use the parts approved by ALORAIR Company. 

Adjustments or utilization of unapproved parts could void your warranty. Contact your 

approved distributor for help. 

NOTICE:  Do not permit kids to play with or around the unit. Make sure the unit is out of 

reach to kids.

NOTICE:  Do not restrict airflow to the unit. This may cause the unit to overheat. 

Grounded device: Use grounding plug that can reduce the probability of shock and fire. 

And a grounded electrical outlet is also an important safety device.

Extension power line: Do not utilize an additional power line. 

3-prong plug: Insert 3-prong plug to outlet with Ground Fault Circuit Interrupting device. 

Prohibit speed control device: Don't utilize the unit with a solid-state speed control device. 

Move carefully: Do not drop or throw the unit. Harsh treatment can harm the inner parts 

and wiring.

Stable surface: Always work the unit on a steady, level surface, so it can't fall and cause 

harm.

Stacked operation: When stacking for operation, please use caution to remind of harm 

from units falling. Prevent stacked units operation in crowded areas. Keep kids and pets 

away. 

Secure transport security: When transporting in a vehicle,Prevent unit sliding and injury 

that might happen to vehicle driver. 

Stay away from water: To avoid electric shock, never use the unit in standing water or pool. 

Never put the unit outside for using as components might get damp. Ensure component is 

dry before using.

Don’t clog the air inlet: Please keep a reasonable distance between air inlet and carpet or 

other materials as too close distance might leads to inlet clog. Moreover, overheat might 

results to fire.
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Don’t clog the motor: Dust, dirt, or other particles drawn into the unit can make motor 

overheat, bringing about a fire or electrical danger. Clean the motor with an air hose if it 

gets dirty. 

Unplug requirement : Make sure you have unplug the unit before start function operation 

and maintenance.

Repair by authorized technician: Do not repair the air mover by yourself as it might lead to 

more serious problems. Please ask authorized technician for help when you are faced with 

complex problems rather than simple maintenance problem or troubleshooting.

Caution! 

A) Do not work any fan with a broken outlet or plug. Return the fan to an approved 

distributor office for examination and repair. 

B) Do not run line under covering. Don’t cover line with floor coverings, runners, or other 

covers. Don’t course line under furniture or machines. Place the line far from crowded 

area where it won't be stumbled over.

Zues Extreme air mover is intended to blow air with its high velocity over wet surfaces for 

short-time drying. The high-volume airflow can focus on the targeted carpet or other 

material for driving blowing, which accelerate evaporation and remove mold, mildew, 

odors quickly.

Zues Extreme Numbers

Equip each building at least one Zues Extreme air mover for optimal drying effect. For 

better wet drying in wet areas, place more air movers for maximum airflow.

Direct the air outlet to wet material for good and powerful drying. Keep inside air 

circulation by constantly opening window.

Recommended use

Daisy Chaining 

Recommended use(s) of on-board duplex GFCI are shown.

Note: Standard 115 VAC electrical outlets.

The 12 amp on-board circuit breaker allows four Zues Extreme air movers on one circuit as 

each air mover draws 2.5 amps. When daisy-chaining the unit, just turn on one Zues 

Extreme air mover as it might cause short circuit by four units starting simultaneously.

GFCI outlet trip when a fault to electrical ground is sensed. Just reset the GFCI by pressing 

the reset button. 

HOW TO USE Zues Extreme
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AIR MOVER

The Zues Extreme is workable in five positions. Every position uses an angle to support it 

for wind conveying.

Pick an Operating Position 

Bend Forward – Set the ZUES Extreme on its narrow 

feet. Bend the unit forward until it rests at an angle. 

This position creates laminar airflow to the floor.

Tilt Back–Set the ZUES Extreme on its narrow feet. Tilt 

the unit back until it rests at an angle on its lower legs. 

This position directs air material in the high place.

Face Down – Set the ZUES Extreme on four legs with 

face side down to the floor. This position directs 

focused air to the wet floor.

Face Up – Set the ZUES Extreme on four legs with face 

side upward. This position directs air straight up for 

drying ceilings.

Stack for Operation-Set one Zues Extreme on its side 

feet on a  level surface. Place a second unit on top of 

the first unit. Pay attention to the stability when units 

is operating and avoid unit falling.

Stack for Storage- Stack the ZUES Extreme for easy 

stacking, storage and transport.
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Control the Humidity 

During the use of air mover to dry the humid air, you might find out humidity level rise up. 

Increased humidity will lead to furniture damage and damp wall. Working together with a 

dehumidifier can effectively control humidity level at a proper level. For mold control, 

relative humidity level should be controlled below 60%. Lower humidity(25-40%RH) must 

ask for a dehumidifier which can reduce the drying time for carpet or dense material.

You have to sealed the area need to be dried by closing door or window. Heating or air 

conditioner should make the room temperature between 68–80°F (20–27°C), which is a 

good condition for better drying.

Lower temperature and air circulation 

To cool down a room with relatively high temperature, you have to place the ZUES Extreme 

air mover at the doors or in a cooler area for airflow blowing directly to hot area. High 

velocity of airflow can take away surplus warm air very fast with a good air circulation 

inside the room.

1. Connect to a standard outlet with the right voltage and amperage for the unit. 

2. Put the unit in the working position you want. 

3. Set the air speed at your desired speed. 

4. Make sure normal operation before leaving the unit.Prohibit moving the unit 

during its operation.

Make sure the unit is right connected with 115V/60 Hz. Ensure that the electrical 

outlet is grounded and safety measures are taken.

All the maintenance procedures need to be performed with the unit unplugged. 

Check Electrical Component: Move housing and check broken part like power line 

damage, bare wires. insecure fasteners and discoloration once in a while.Repair any 

damaged wiring as soon as possible to avoid electrical shock or fire hazard.

CLEAN GRILLS: Wipe off any dust or particulate accumulation from outside air on 

the grill. Accumulation dust will slow down the airflow speed and may bring about 

the engine overheat and a fire risk. 

CLEAN EXTERIOR: Clean the unit housing with gentle cleanser and water.

External Component Check:Evaluate outside parts and ensure they are well 

installed. Listen to the unit for damage sounds. Repair or replace any parts as 

required.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS 

MAINTENANCE

Specifications

Drive Motor

Voltage

Current

Cord

Outlet

Air flow

Sound Pressure Level

Warranty

Weight

Shipping Dim(W*H*D)

1/4 hp 1-phase 110/120 VAC 2-speed

4-pole, PSC Electric Motor.

115 VAC

2.5 Amps (High Speed)

20 ft Power Cord

15A UL Rated GFCI Duplex Receptacle

Approximately 3000

<75DBA

Year One - 100% parts and labor(all components)

Year Two - 100% parts only (all components)

Year(s) Three through Seven - Materials and 
workmanship of the housing only.

26.Ibs(11.8KG)

19.375”*20”*15.5”


